Detailed steps to SSH CSIL with UNIX laptops

• Open the terminal

• Type the following command (replace zhijing with your COE username), and press Enter key

```
Last login: Fri Jan  9 10:36:53 on ttys000
169-231-141-130:~ riitasusei$ ssh zhijing@csil.cs.ucsb.edu
```

If it asks whether you should trust the key, type in y or yes and press Enter key.

• Then type in your COE password and press Enter key

```
Welcome to Computer Science's Remote Access server -- csil.cs.ucsb.edu
This is a shared resource.
You should run your graphical or process intensive programs on specific workstations in CSIL.

-bash: warning: setlocale: LC_CTYPE: cannot change locale (UTF-8): No such file or directory
[zhijing@csil ~]$ 
```